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Abstract 

Lexicostatistical approach is completely off base since it allows attributing a language to 

completely different stocks and has no reliable methodology of verification. Language is 

structure but not a heap of lexemes so typology should be base of historical linguistic 

methodology. Having supposed that languages that are relatives demonstrate correlation of 

verbal grammar, I tested it on the material of languages that belong to the same firmly 

assembled stock (Austronesian) and are distant relatives (Hawaiian, Cham, Malagasy, Tagalog); 

their Verbal Grammar Correlation Index (VGCI) is about 0.4; while VGCI of completely 

unrelated languages (for instance English and Chinese) is about 0.2. According to Murayama 

Ainu is a relative of Austronesian stock; VGCI of Ainu and Austronesian languages is about 0.2. 

According to Vovin Ainu is a relative of Mon-Khmer; Ainu and Mon-Khmer VGCI is also 

about 0.2. These facts are proves that Ainu isn’t relative of Austronesian and Mon-Khmer stocks. 
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1. Problem introduction: against lexicostatistical obsession 

Nowadays in historical linguistics there is obsession to ignore structural issues of languages. 

Despite people who make megalocomparison declare they pay due attention  to all levels of 

language, really most attention is paid to lexis and in most cases conclusions about genetic 

relationship are made just on the base of comparison of certain randomly chosen lexemes.  

Even if they state that they compare typology it means usually they compare material 

expressions of certain morphemes, i.e.: there is no difference between comparison of lexemes 

and comparison of material expressions of morphemes. They usually ignore the fact that any 

morpheme consists of three components: meaning, position and material exponent and reduce 

morpheme to their material exponents. 

Being asked “why you came to the conclusion that it is possible to conclude something about 

certain languages genetic relationship basing on comparison of lexis only?” 

megalocomparativists usually answer “morphology doesn’t matter” and don’t explain how they 

came to such conclusion; they actually look much alike adepts of a religion but not alike 

scientists since science can suppose anything but it always supposes experiments and 

verification while statements “it is so because it is so” obviously don’t belong to the field of 

science but are actually statements of a faith. 
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Different scholars attribute same language to different stocks using lexicostatistical methods, for 

instance: Ainu is thought to be relative of Altaic stock; of Austroneisan, of Mon-Khmer. The 

most notable fact is that these attempts coexist and all are considered as rather reliable in the 

same time; it means that lexicostatistics is not a relevant methodology at all as far as it has 

actually no methods of verification and all conclusions are actually based on particular 

views/preferences of a scholar.  

Statement that morphology doesn’t matter is actually marker of fundamental ignoring of basic 

principles of languages, such statement shows that ABCs of linguistics haven’t been learned or 

have been well forgotten. 

 As far as megalocomparativists insist that typology doesn’t matter I suppose we can state the 

opposite: lexicon doesn’t matter at all; this text can be considered as a manifesto of radical 

typology. 

Why we can say that language is first of all grammar, i.e.: system of distribution but not a heap 

of lexemes.  As far as main function of any language is to rubricate reality so grammar is much 

more important than lexicon. Structure is something alike bottle while lexicon is liquid which is 

inside the bottle; in a bottle can be put wine, water, gasoline or even sand but bottle always 

remains bottle. Grammar changes much slower than lexis that’s why typological issue should be 

base historical linguistic methodology. 

 

2. Verbal Grammar Correlation Index (VGCI) methodology 

2.1. VGCI background 

I suppose that Verbal Grammar Correlation Index (VGCI) can completely answer the question 

whether two languages are related. 

Why is it possible to say that verb is backbone of any language? Because there are many 

languages having very poor grammar of noun while there is no language that has no verbal 

grammar, i.e.: there are languages which have no cases and genders and so on, but there are no 

languages without modalities, moods, tenses and aspects; that’s why verb is backbone of any 

grammar. 

2.2. VGCI computation algorithm  

To estimate grammar correlation should be done the following:  

1) Estimation of correlation of grammar meanings sets: first should be found intersection of 

two sets of meanings and then should be found intersection ratio to each set and then 

should be taken arithmetic mean of both ratios; the resulting number is index of sets of 

grammar meanings correlation. 

 

2) Only sets of meaning don’t yet fully describe grammar systems as far as positional 

distributions are of no less meaning. That’s why estimation of correlation of positional 

distributions of common grammar meanings set is second step.   

There are two ways to estimate correlation of sets of meanings:  

1) To estimate correlation of elementary meaning. Elementary meanings are those grammar 

meanings that can’t be decomposed into constituent parts, for instance: 1p.sg.sb. isn’t 
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elementary meaning since it can be decomposed into the following meanings: first 

person, singular number and subject which are elementary meanings since they can’t be 

decomposed.  

 

2) Stable clusters distribution correlation.  

Way of elementary meanings seems to be more perspective and preferable since if we are going 

to compare languages that are supposed to be distant relatives it would be difficult to estimate 

grammar correlation by comparison of their stable grammar clusters as far as those clusters can 

differ seriously even in languages that are distant relatives. 

The method is intended to make direct comparison of languages that exist/existed in reality 

without any use of reconstructions which are often very doubtful and are often are determined 

by views of particular authors only and can’t be verified anyhow.   

Also the method doesn’t pay attention to material exponents at all since material correlation 

between distant languages can be very complicated matter. 

2.3. VGCI testing/illustration 

Cham, Hawaiian, Malagasy, Tagalog belong to the same firmly assembled Austronesian stock; 

and being distant relatives they are good material for testing any new methodology. 

In order to illustrate the above described algorithm comparison of Cham and Hawaiian is 

represented in a detailed way:  

Set of grammar meanings
1
 of Hawaiian with their positional distributions: 

1. active voice: default state  

2. agent: ---pp
2
 

3. attemptive mood: prp--- 

4. causative: prf---  

5. consequence: ---pp 

6. continuous aspect : crp --- crp 

7. deontic modality: prp---  

8. desiderative: prp----  

9. durative aspect: crp---crp 

10. frequency: ---RR---  

11. imperative mood: prp--- 

12. indicative mood: default state 

13. intensiveness: ---RR--- 

14. intentional mood: prp --- 

15. interrogative mood: --- pp  

16. negation: prp ---  

17. non-past tense: prp---  

                                                           
1
 I am specially to note that in this text attention is paid to consistent parameters only, i.e. such items as, for instance, 

marker of transitivity are not considered. 
2
In order to represent positional distributions the following notation is used:  ---pp – postpositions; prp--- 

preposition;  prf--- prefix; ---sf suffix; crf---crf circumfix; crp---crp circumposition; ---RR--- reduplication. Also I 

am to note that this notation are mars not absolute positions of morphemes in the context of clause but their position 

in relation to nuclear root. 
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18. passive voice: ---pp; ---sf 

19. past tense: prp ----  

20. patient: ---pp 

21. perfect aspect: prp--- 

22. person: --- pp  

23. plural number: ---RR--- ; pf--- ; ---pp 

24. potential modality/possibility: prp---  

25. prohibitive mood: prp--- 

26. reason: prp ---  

27. singular number: default state 

28. subject: ---pp 

29. subjunctive mood: prp--- 

Set of grammar meanings of Cham with their positional distributions:  

1. active voice: default state 

2. agent: prp--- 

3. causative: prf--- 

4. centrifugal orientation: ---pp 

5. centripetal orientation:  ---pp 

6. desiderative: prp---  

7. durative aspect1: prp--- 

8. durative aspect2: prp--- 

9. frequency: prf---  

10. future tense: prp---  

11. imperative mood: ---pp  

12. interrogative mood: ---pp 

13. indicative mood: default state 

14. iterative mood: ---pp 

15. negation:  prp--- ; crp---crp  

16. passive voice: prp---  

17. past tense1: prp--- ; ---pp 

18. past tense2: prp--- 

19. patient: ---pp 

20. perfect aspect 1:  ---pp 

21. perfect aspect 2: ---pp  

22. perfect aspect 3: ---pp 

23. person: prp---/---pp 

24. plural number: prp---/---pp 

25. potential modality: ---pp 

26. prohibitive: prp--- 

27. reciprocity: ---pp/prf---  

28. singular number: prp---/---pp 

29. subject: prp— 

Intersection of Hawaiian grammar meanings set and Cham grammar meanings set is the 

following:  

1. active voice 1;  

2. agent 1;  

3. causative 1;  
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4. desiderative mood 1;  

5. durative aspect 0.75;  

6. frequency 1;  

7. imperative mood 1;  

8. interrogative mood 1;  

9. indicative mood 1;  

10. negation 1;   

11. passive voice 1;  

12. past tense 0.75;  

13. patient 1;  

14. perfect aspect (1+1/3)/2 ≈ 0.66 

15. person 1;  

16. plural number 1;  

17. potential modality 1; 

18. prohibitive mood 1;  

19. singular number 1; 

20. subject1. 

Each meaning is followed by number that expresses degree of correlation of this meaning i.e.: it 

shows whether there are variations. If certain meaning has more variations in one set than in 

another, then correspondent  number is counted  according to the following formula: (n+n/m)/2 

where n is less number and m is larger number. In the case of Hawaiian and Cham we can see 

that in Cham exist two types of durative while in Hawaiian exists only one so index of 

correlation of meanings in this case is the following: (1+1/2)/2 = 0.75.  

In the case of Hawaiian^Cham meanings correlation index is the following:  

(19.16/27 + 19.16/28)/2 ≈ 0.7 

And then should be estimated correlation of positional distributions of those grammar meanings 

that are intersection and then should be taken multiplication of index of meaning correlation and 

positional distributions correlation. 

In the case of Hawaiian and Cham index of positional distributions correlation is the following: 

1. active voice 1;  

2. agent 0 

3. causative 1;  

4. desiderative mood 1;  

5. durative aspect 0;  

6. frequency 0;  

7. imperative mood 0;  

8. interrogative mood 1;  

9. indicative mood 1;  

10. negation 0.75;   

11. passive voice 0;  

12. past tense 1;  

13. patient 1;  

14. perfect aspect 0; 

15. person 0.75 

16. plural number 0.75 

17. potential modality 0 
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18. prohibitive mood 1;  

19. singular number 0.75; 

20. subject 0. 

11/20 = 0.55 

Estimation of positional distributions correlation allows more slack than estimation of meanings 

correlation since, for instance: prp--- and prf--- are considered as same positional distribution.  

Hawaiian and Cham correlation index is 0.7*0.55 that is 0.385. 

Almost same results have been received for the other languages of Austronesian stock 

mentioned above: 

Malagasy^Cham = 0.5 

Malagasy^Hawaiian = 0.57 

Hawaiian^Cham = 0.4 

Tagalog^Hawaiian = 0.48 

Tagalog^Malagasy = 0.55 

Tagalog^Cham = 0.4 

From the other hand languages that are completely genetically unrelated demonstrate quite low 

value of VGCI: 

English^Mandarin = 0.2 

Russian^Japanese = 0.17 

Thus, can be stated the following: if VGCI is about 0.4 or more then considered languages are of 

the same stock; if VGCI is about 0.3 or less then they definitely aren’t of the same stock. 

 

3. VGCI application to hypotheses about Ainu language  

3.1. Ainu and Austronesian stock 

On the material of lexicostatistic methods Murayama Shichirō came to the conclusion that Ainu could be 

a distant relative of Austronesian. 

Let’s look at VGCI: 

Ainu^Cham = 0.27 

Ainu^Tagalog = 0.26 

Ainu^Hawaiian = 0.2 

Ainu^Malagasy = 0.17 

Such values of VGCI are firm proves that Ainu isn’t relative of Austronesian anyhow.  
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3.2. Ainu and Mon-Khmer stock 

Basing on lexicostatistical methodology Alexander Vovin believes that Ainu can be relative of 

Mon-Khmer. I can only say that it’s completely of base because of the values of VGCI: 

Ainu^Khmer = 0.26 

Ainu^Vietnamese = 0.23 

 

 

Pic. 1 Geographic distribution of Ainu and languages that were thought to be its relatives 


